Association between causal genes and their genetic diseases is an important problem concerning human health. Linkage analysis is such a method that can identify which unknown disease genes are located in chromosomal region out of hundreds of candidate genes according to their functions, interactions, and pathways which is good identification of genes associated with general/hereditary disorders.
INTRODUCTION
Advancements in genomic technologies have drastically boosted research on genetic Associations studies with the disease and summaries of published gene-disease associations are acknowledged either by disease or by gene, and are helpful in the study for association with the disease. The molecular basis of causal genes is important to discover their genetic diseases. If a single nucleotide polymorphism [SNPs] in the disease is associated with a linkage interval on the chromosome are correlated with an increased susceptibility to the disease. Utility of Protein-Protein interactions to determine gene-disease associations, defines a set of candidate genes causing disease. Protein products related to the disease are also known to have same Genes that physically interact.
Several techniques uncovers gene-disease associations taking an integrative approach, leveraging Gene Ontology annotations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , genes expression [7] [8] ,protein sequences [9] , biological pathways [4] , Bio-text mining [10] [11] , and transcription factor binding sites [4] and several phenotypic traits of diseases.
Current efforts for disease-gene identification specifies candidate-gene prioritization that have been developed through computational approaches based on gene-expression data, functional annotation, or sequence-based features. [12] [13] . A class of computational approaches has been proposed that reveals these two sources of information-linkage intervals and physical interaction networks to predict associated genes with diseases.
We rank all genes in all intervals instead of ranking only genes in the subinterval, related to a query disease. This allows us to find disease-causing genes present in existing disease intervals which were previously not included with the disease. We also quantified topological distribution of disease-related Proteins effects for prediction quality and are thus able to identify diseases with network-based predictions and others for which additional information are importantly required.
Biological networks is applied to the problem of candidategene prioritization that includes the search for direct neighbors of other diseased genes [14] . A biological process is made up of a group of genes. If a biological process of large gene lists is abnormal in a given survey, the co-functioning genes having a higher [enriched] potential is selected as a relevant group by the high-throughput screening technologies and makes the analysis group-based view to a relevant gene instead of an individual gene-oriented analysis. Statistical methods, including Fisher's exact test, Chi-square, Hypergeometric distribution and Binomial probability lists many genes that yields a higher sensitivity [more significant Pvalues] and slightly enriched as well as to more specific terms. Proteins do not necessarily get into a stable physical interaction to have a specific, functional interplay: they can support some subsequent reactions in a metabolic pathway, regulating each other for transcription or post-transcription, or jointly contributing to large, structural assemblies without making direct contact. Together with physical interactions or indirect interactions constitutes the superset of 'functional protein-protein interaction' [15, 16] .
Genome-wide genetic screens have emerged for browsing genes of interest networks, inspecting evidence of interaction or clustering a variety of large-scale functional association networks. Protein network information may help to connect potential hits that can serve to provide confidence, particularly if a number of hits can be observed in a densely graphed functional network.
[ii] Protein network information can help in the interpretation of genomics data,[iii] Protein association networks are also surprisingly useful for the detection of disease genes, both for Mendelian and for complex diseases [17] [18] [19] .
Here we focus on isolating protein-protein interaction [PPI] networks and linkage intervals to determine information which is readily extractable from them to predict gene-disease associations.
CHALLENGES
Computational methods yield several views about the utility of PPI networks to uncover gene-disease associations. But, it has several limitations:
Inspection of the list of genes is often not possible to identify the correct disease gene and the results of different computational methods for disease-gene prediction or prioritization is critical when compared. Genes in the same metabolic pathway have statistically significant genomic clusters as compared to genes chosen randomly [20] . Moreover, proteins coded by genes around disease genes in the contiguous intervals are located closely to the corresponding disease-gene family members within the PPI network than the proteins coded by randomly chosen genes.
There are no real-time databases to focus on rare diseasecausing gene variants. The functional connectivity within a proteome, difficulty in remembering and comparing the algorithms and their features in a tool-by-tool manner over large number of tools and deciding, which enrichment tools among so many overwhelming choices, are most suitable for their analytic needs is a much more challenging problem. Real-time positioning of enrichment P-values, highthroughput enrichment in the data-mining environment, strong connectivity/dependency among genes, high/low frequency of annotation content and unbalanced distribution are complex. Indirect or transient types of protein interactions, gene duplications, gene re-arrangements, gene losses and assigning pairs of functionally equivalent genes is less clear..
METHODS
Associating the relationship between the quality of predictions for a disease and the biological distribution of its related proteins in the network, we obtain better results for diseases whose Proteins are located near one another in the network. We constructed a PPI network from the NCBI to observe the current performance of the network itself within genes for determining gene-disease association. Since large numbers of disease loci is not performed, therefore, We have defined artificial linkage intervals containing other genes around each of the disease genes being tested in order to simulate the loci. Diseases were associated with genes and amino acid linkage using the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, NCBI [21] . Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [OMIM] database, [22] are used for genetically heterogeneous disorders, where mutations in different genes are associated with similar or even non-variant phenotypes. Diseases associated with only one gene were excluded in order to facilitate gene networks relating amino acid disorders for traits. Firstly, 48 genes were plotted ( Fig.1 ) and run on STRING ( Glycin is an inhibitory neurotransmitter in nervous system , spinal cord, brainstem and retina. It is required with glutamate for neuronal receptors activities. But, over presence has poor performance on glutaminergic activities, and may cause death due to hyperexcitability.
Proline and its derivatives are used as a catalysts in organic reactions. L-Proline are used in pharmaceutical and biotechnological applications. But, Proline is rarely found in α and β strauctures and may reduce the stability of such structures.
Threonine is firstly, converted to pyruvate and undergoes metabolism and produce glycine and then converted into α-ketobutyrate and enters the neurological activities pathways.
Alanine plays an important role in glucose-alanine cycle between tissues and liver. This amino acid is degraded for fuel, and has a reverse cycle for glucose formation. But, high level of alanine creates high blood pressure, cholesterol levels and links to diabetes due to increase in alanine aminotransferase.
Serine is an important participant in biosynthesis of purines and pyrimidines. It also has catalytic function of many enzymes. It is one of the three amino acid residues that are commonly phosphorylated by enzymes during cell signaling. D-serine is synthesized in brain from L-serine and serves as a neurotransmitter and binds glutamate.
Valine is an essential amino acid, and is synthesized in several steps starting from pyruvic acid. It also undergoes reductive animation with glutamate.
Glutamine is found to be useful in treatments of injuries , wound healing and cancer treatment.it is also used for muscle growth. L-glutamine is commonly added in cell-culture. But, high level of glutamine may inhibit other amino acid transport activities.
Now, in respect to the gene network out of the selected one, the mutation of the Genes persists the abnormal neurological activities which are ( Table 2) as follows: We have used Random walks to transfer annotations in networks [23] . The relationship between biological distribution of the disease d proteins and the prediction performance in the network measures whether a set of proteins [that are associating with a given disease] is located in dense cluster in the network or is uniformly distributed.
STRING
The STRING database has been designed to assemble, measure and disseminate protein-protein association information, in a comprehensive manner. Since interactions between proteins represents as a critical component for modern biology, so STRING is not the only online resource for this topic. Apart from the primary databases, a number of resources follow a meta-analysis approach like ConsensusPathDB [24] , I2D [25] , VisANT [26] and, more recently, hPRINT [27] , HitPredict [28] , IMID [29] and IMP [30] .
STRING provides a comprehensive coverage, with more than 1000 organisms, 5 million proteins and more than 200 million interactions stored, hold experimental, predicted interactions, together with interactions obtained from text mining; and includes a wealth of accessory information, such as protein structures and domains.
STRING resource includes data-sources, predicted algorithms and user-interface.
To improve the quality of links derived, we have developed an entirely new scoring scheme from co-occurrence, like cooccurrences within sentences, paragraphs and combines them by an optimized weighting scheme.
The term 'interologs' was coined for such pairs, a combination of the words 'interaction' and protein, which indicates functional linkages even in organisms where the two proteins have not fused. We search for gene families that share random similarities in their evolutions. Then , we conduct searches among genes to display a similar transcriptional response across a variety of conditions. Finally, STRING has two further sources of interactions in providing the group of associations; these are text-mining and interaction transfer in between organisms. Interactions specified semantically using Natural Language Processing [31] conserves genomic neighborhood clustering of genes to infer functional linkage, STRING now uses this type of arrangement in its neighborhood algorithm as well 'Ortholog' [32] complemented by associations that are predicted computationally, typically for STRING, using a number of prediction algorithms [33, 34] . First, we conduct systematic search for genes that are found closely within chromosomes, which is a good sign for functional linkages. Second, we search for probabilities where genes have joined to encode a single fusion
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serves as an evidence for interaction themselves, when more than one distinct peptide chain are found in the structure. Therefore, a stable and reliable protein-protein interaction is considered.
STRING relies on an extended version of the COGs ['Clusters of Orthologous Groups' [35] ], maintained at
The eggNOG database [36] . Some other databases use STRING networks for further computations/ annotations, [STITCH, [37] ], or by using kinase-substrate predictions [NetworKIN, [38] ]. STRING has also been integrated as NeAT [Network Analysis Tools, [39] ]. It follows highthroughput genomics, proteomics and bioinformatics scanning approaches . It allow researchers to measure the changes and regulate genome-wide genes alongwith certain biological conditions, generate large 'interesting' gene lists as their final outputs and plays successful role in gene functional analysis of large gene collections for various high-throughput biological studies.
ENRICHNET
Annotation databases, such as Gene Ontology [GO] [40] , collects biological knowledge in a gene-to-annotation format, are very suitable for high-throughput scanning for the enrichment analysis.
Assessment of acknowledged functional associations between these genes/proteins, pathways, cellular processes and complexes.
The significance of the overlap IS evaluated between gene/protein sets using a statistical test like Fisher's exact test. EnrichNet is a web-application, integrates information from the known interactions network structure between proteins.
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Benefits:
EnrichNet scores functional associations between all gene/protein sets, even if the no genes/proteins are shared. It accounts implicit functional information on genes/proteins alongwith missing annotations taken from molecular interaction data
EnrichNet provides a ranking table of putative association for network structure of physical interactions between the gene/protein sets, and provides an interactive network visualization. It computes tissue-specific association scores in the human species Using tissue-specific gene expression data.
EnrichNet provides a choice between six different pathway/process databases [KEGG, BioCarta, WikiPathways, Reactome, , NCI Pathway DB, Gene Ontolgy,] and enables the user to upload self-defined human gene/protein interaction networks.
common human microarray platforms are ENTREZ gene identifiers and probe identifiers . The maximum size limit for the target gene/protein set is 1000, however for specific results, it is recommended to use dataset sizes range from 10 and 500. The user can map the gene/protein list and pathways from the STRING database or upload a self-defined interaction network in ENSEMBL gene format.
The results includes an interactive ranking table that shows which pathways have been prioritized for a putative functional association alongwith the user-defined gene sets in terms of a network-based association scoring [the Xd-score] and a classical overrepresentation-based scoring using Fisher's exact test.
Uploading your own interaction network data
For using a pre-defined human protein-protein interaction network, the user only needs to input the gene/protein identifiers of interest into the text box.
Ranking of pathways in terms of network interconnectivity with mapped gene/protein sets
EnrichNet pathway rankings and network visualizations are generated using the list of known human mutated genes as input, the pathway definitions is from the KEGG database and a protein-protein interaction network is from the STRING 9.0 database [using interactions with combined score >= 600]. In the following, a general description of the pathway ranking results given by EnrichNet will be provided.
The output generated by EnrichNet from a user-defined gene/protein set is a ranking of pathways for a selected database [the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes [KEGG] , Reactome, WikiPathways, BioCarta,NCI Pathway Interaction DB, InterPro or Gene Ontology] in terms of its estimated functional association with the user's defined gene/protein set. This quantitative association estimation maps both the user-defined dataset and the pathway datasets over a molecular interaction network and compute networkbased gene/protein set enrichment scores using the automatic procedure.
We find compute graph visualization option, a visualization network of the user-defined gene set and the mapped pathway will be generated and displayed together. The first column shows Visualization of sub-networks representing pathway/gene set associations. The second column visualises the network similarity scores [Xd-scores], which evaluate the network interconnectivity between the user-defined gene/protein set and the cellular pathways/processes mapped onto the molecular interaction network. The third column shows classical overlap-based enrichment analysis score, the gene set overlap between the pathway and the user-defined gene set, measured by the Fisher exact test. The fourth column shows the number of genes/proteins in the uploaded and mapped user-defined gene/protein set The fifth column shows the mapped pathway and The sixth column shows their intersection. Final column shows the corresponding XD-score difference when restricted to the molecular interaction network to different human tissue-types, and a bar plot and a table of tissue-specific XD-scores for each pathway is displayed by clicking on the corresponding hyperlinks.
Visualization of sub-networks representing pathway/gene set associations
When a gene/protein set with classical enrichment analysis methods is analyzed, the user only obtains a ranking list of pathways/processes as output, which indicates that pathways are most likely to have a functionally assocated with user's gene/protein of interest. To explore in-depth for a gene set/pathway association, EnrichNet visualizes a network for each pathway that appears in the ranking, accessible via the compute graph visualization link in the first column that contains a graph visualization of the user's gene/protein set [blue nodes], the selected pathway [red nodes] and their shared nodes in a molecular interaction network--To facilitate the analysis of densely clustered graph regions with nodes for large gene/protein sets, we click on the node for a certain gene/protein, a list will be displayed which provides information on the network topology of the node [e.g. the degree, clustering coefficient, and various node centrality measures] and contains a hyperlink to an external functional annotation database giving biological information about the selected or gene/protein.
RESULTS
We evaluate the Gene-Gene interaction with these Genes,with 0.9 probability and custome Genes selection, we observe the following result: So, with the graphical view ( Fig 3) , we find that 13 Genes are mainly interacted for the Dementia. But, here the main role is the presence of enriched amino acid whose mutation are responsible for the effects. Observed patterns of similar expression of genes Predicts association between genes[Coexpression]. We used STRING database. No single method was superior for all of the genes to be tested, our RWR method has outperformed all other methods on average. Graph partitioning is a better technique for predicting gene-disease associations because it uncovers functional modules in PPI networks, and similar diseases are caused by proteins that bears similar biological processes.
CONCLUSIONS
'previous-knowledge ''-targeted on experimental studies over individual genes may perform better than historical training data. In order to simulate the real-life search, genes are connected to each other by multiple paths, distinguished genes are connected to the real disease genes by single pathway only. networks persists all aspects of human health and bears a network approach in the analysis of cellular functions of genes and gene products, rather than a list of ''disease genes,''so it will be necessary for the understanding of disease mechanisms and proteins mutations in phenotypically similar diseases to form highly interlinked subnetworks within the larger protein interaction networks and deliver accurate performance.
